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ABSTRACT
Investigations by Helsfcoltz, Miller, Paget, Crandall, 
Stout, et. al., of the energy distribution In vowels have 
resulted In the general conclusions (1) that there Is a 
charac terls t lo energy spectrum for each spoken vowel $ (2) 
that the vowels investigated seem to have characteristic 
pitches; and (3 ) that some changes In the distribution of 
energy In the acoustic spectra can be correlated with 
changes In pitch*
This study of the subjective and objective character­
istics of vowels at high pitches la made on the hypotheses
(1) that there Is a pitch for each vowel above which It can 
not be recognized; (2 ) that the change of phonetic character 
of each vowel will follow a definite pattern; and (3) that 
the acoustic spectra of high pitched vowels will give addi­
tional information as to the acoustic characteristics of 
each vowel.
The purpose of this study Is to determine the nature 
of the changes in the vowel as the pitch is raised, as shown
(1) by the observed differences of phonetic transcriptions 
made by trained phoneticians under the circumstances of the 
study, and (2) by a vowel spectrum analysis made by the 
Sonagraph.
The following procedure was used. Each of five 
trained sopranos recorded the thirteen vowels (/"* J 9 /x_/,
vli
£e/, /£/* /*ej» £aj* faj* /'vA £s£t £  £°J» £ vj,
and £u/). Bach vowel was sustained for approximately 1*8 
seconds at each or the rirteen pitches or the diatonic 
scale from o' to o *' * Both the beginning and the ending of 
the vowel were eliminated by a switch# so that only the 
steady state portion of the sustained vowel could be heard 
by the nine judges who phonetically transcribed their ob­
servations from the recordings* These same recordings were 
used later to make two types of patterns on the Sonagraph* 
One pattern showed the Intensity in each frequency through­
out the duration of the vowel (1* e*# frequency versus 
time)# and the other showed the intensity In each fre­
quency component at a selected point In the vowel* For this 
study# the patterns of frequency versus time were made for 
all singers# but the patterns of frequency versus Intensity 
were made only for the 203 sounds of linger #1# who seemed 
to be most capable of sustaining a required vowel*
The following conclusions were drawns 
1* The pitch at which most of the vowels In this 
study lose their recognition Characteristics Is b * {ftp m~ .
2* Front vowels tend to be distorted to fe&J at the
pitches from f" to cm , whereas back vowels tend to be dis­
torted to the vowel £ou_/•
3* Front vowels are not distorted to sound like
back vowels even at the highest pitches# whereas back vowels
are heard as £<zj and £6J In a few cases*
vlll
4. The vowels /"A/ and ere not identified at
any pitch*
5* High pitches force the peaks of energy concen­
tration toward the harmonics of the fundamental frequency.
6 . The effect of high pitches on vowels Is to 
reduce the number of partlala within a given frequency 
range.
7 . The first strong partial moves to higher fre­
quencies progressively with the rise In the pitch of the 
vowel.
6 . Plotting the frequency of peak 1 against the 
frequency of peak 2, as Joos, Potter, and Peterson have 
done for spoken vowels, does not seem to result In a valid 
method of Identifying the vowels In this study.
9* The Sonagraph method of analysing sustained 
vowels at high pitches Is not as valuable when the patterns 
of frequency versus time are used as when the patterns of 
frequency versus Intensity are used • The latter give data 




It Is well known that words are not always understood 
when sung at high pitches. There have been Investigations 
of the recognition of sustained spoken vowels# and of their 
energy distribution patterns# but little has been done to 
Investigate the recognition of# and the acoustic spectra 
of# vowels at the high pitches of the soprano range*
Every singer knows that at certain pitches she can 
"cover" the required vowel with another sound which will 
make her singing mere pleasing and less difficult. She 
knows that some vowels are easier to sing than others as 
the pitch ascends the scale. Which vowels are the easiest 
and at which pitches are they easy? At which pitches are 
they Impossible?
Helmholtz# In making his extensive Investigations#
says#
In singing »*• especially at the higher pitches# conditions are less favourable for the character* lsatlon of vowels* ••• Above f '# the characterlsa* tlon of U becomes Imperfect even If It Is closely assimilated to 0* ... On the ofther hand# a soprano voice In the neighborhood of f should not be able to clearly distinguish U# 0# As and this agrees with my own experience.
* H* L* P. Helntooltz# On the aejosatlons of Tone as a Physiological Basis for the s‘Cugy"l>r Music# Crane• A.J. Ellis# {Third £ngllsh1?dlfcion; xJoncTon: Xongmans# Green and 
Co.# 1895)j P* 114.
1
2
Dm 0* Miller makes these commentst
It follows that a vowel cannot be enunciated at a pltoh above that of Its characteristic , jfthe frequency of the first region of resonance as shown by harmonic analysis/ a condition which is easily shown to be true for those vowels having a low-pitched characteristic, such as gloom*
It Is clear from the comments above that the phenom­
enon of distortion due to the high pitch of the vowel was 
apparent to early scientific investigators as well as to 
singers* A number of factors enter into a discussion of 
this distortion: not the least of these is the mental-
aural anticipation of the auditor* The context of the vowel 
within the word* and of the word within a sentence, to­
gether with a knowledge of the singer's style, may counter­
act the physical distortion so that the vowel Is apparently 
"true".
Another factor is the physiological necessity for
good voloe quality, which consists principally In:
(1) the relative relaxation and lowering of tongue and jaw; (2) the enlargement of the pharynx, either through permitting the larynx to lower, the sides of the throat to widen, or the back part of the tongue to move forward; and perhaps (3) a comfort­able lifting of the sort palate, provided no undue muscular tension results, and provided the head passages is /bIqxJ  not closed*3
2 D* C* Miller, The Science of Musical Sounds (New York: The MacMillan Company,*T937T7 P* 234V ~ ——
3 w* T. Bartholomew, The Acoustics of Music (New York: Prentice Hall, Inc*, 19427, p* l4sS>* -
3
These physiological necessities Impose conditions 
upon the supraglottal cavities that do not take Into 
account the adjustments necessary to make a specific vowel. 
For example* the spoken vowel /~\ J  Is considered to be a 
high# front* tense* unrounded vowel. If the singer* In 
order to maintain good quality of tone* must drop the 
tongue and Jaw and relax and enlarge the pharyngeal cav­
ities* it Is evident that from a strictly physiological 
viewpoint f\J  will cease to be { i J  at some point. In­
stead* the singer will attempt to make It In the position 
of another vowel* and* of course* It will not be recognised 
as f  i _/• It is true that a normal spoken vowel can be made 
In a number of physiological positions. For example* all 
of the vowels can be made while holding the tongue between 
the teeth* because other parts of the articulatory mechanism 
make adequate compensatory movements. Speech* however* does 
not Impose the limitations of controlled pitch and quality 
which are Imposed In sustaining the vowel at higher than 
normal pitches.
A third factor Is the effect of the pitch upon the 
acoustic characteristics of the vowels. Miller states 
this wells
Words which are sung are often difficult to understand; this may be due In part to the fact that the tones of the singing voice are purer than those of speaking* that they have fewer partlals; also* the words must be Intoned upon
4
pltchts assigned by the composer, and the over­tones may not correspond In pitch with tha char- actariatic even approximately♦̂
Ita investigations of tha physical characteristics of vowels 
have lad to two theories of vowel production* It is agreed 
that tha vowel is produced in this manners tha breath 
stream la modulated by tha vocal folds, than further modu­
lated by tha action of tha coupled, variable resonators 
of the supraglottal passages. The nature of these modula­
tions is the issue in the two theories -
Previous Studies
The theory of Wheatstone (1837) which gained the sup­
port of Helnholts and Miller, stated that tha characteristic 
frequencies of the vowels are true harmonic components of 
the cord tones reinforced by the resonators* The theory of 
Willis (1829), further developed by Hermann and Scripture, 
and called the ninharmonic theory”, held that the resona­
tors vibrated in their own natural frequencies, having been 
excited by puffs of air from the vocal folds* Later inves­
tigators have pointed out, as did Helmholtz himself, that 
the difference Is merely in the method of approach to the 
problem*
Willis himself advanced a theory concerning the nature of vowel tones which differs from that I have laid down in agreement with the whole con­nection of all other acoustical phenomena* •*»
^ Miller, loo» oit.
5
Willis' description of the motion of sound for rowels is certainly not a great way from the truthi but it only assigns the mode in whioh the motion of the air ensues* and not the correspond­ing reaction which this produces in the ear* that this kind of motion as well as all others is actually resolved by the ear into a series of partial tones* according to the laws of sym­pathetic resonance* is shown by the agreement of the analysis of vowel qualities of tone made by the unarmed ear and by the resonators *5
Studies of the vowel resonance have resulted in con­
clusions as to the characteristic frequencies of the vowels* 
These studies are considered in order to formulate the prob­
lem which merits further investigation* that of the distor­
tion of the vowel due to its high pitch*
A critical review of the early studies can be found 
in Chapters I-ZXI of 0 . Oscar Russell's book* The Vowel*^ 
and also in Chapter 23 of Lord Rayleigh's The Theory of
7Sound*1 Vol• II•
Helnholtz»s experiments with spherical resonators 
took within their scope the problem of analyzing vowels at 
different pitches* In trying to determine the resonance of 
the vowel nUM* he found it difficult to utilize a fork* so
5 Helnholtz, op* cit.* p* 118*
" 0 . 0 .  Russell* The Vowel* Its Physiological Mech­anism as Shown by X-Ray (CoTuSETusT oKTo State Gnlversity Press *"T928)."” ---
7 J. W. Strutt* Baron Rayleigh* The Theory of Sound (Second edition; Hew Yorks MacMillan andHTo.* I890) • — ——
6
he sang "U" upwards on the scale. At the pitch or f he
reported a sensation of "strong agitation of the air la
the mouth, and even on the drums of both ears11* He drew
the conclusion that,
the resonance of the mouth for U Is thus fixed at f with more certainty than by means of tuning* forks* But we often meet with a 0 of higher resonance, more resembling 0, which I will represent by the French Ou. Its proper tone may rise as high as f • the resonance of the cavity of the mouth for different vowels may then be expressed In the notes as follows*0
Li* ------ ----- ^  .F---- -----1---------------------
am -p- : .—  ' a
U Ou O  A  A £ I C
■----1------------- :-------;i
" ' ^  lL n>p.— * —
With specific reference to a trained bass voice he
found that "Differences In the partial tones of the different
vowel sounds can be easily and clearly recognised by means
of resonators, at least within the once and twice accented
Octave (264 to 1056 vlb*)*"^ A definite statement later In
relation to women's voices pointed up, but did not solve,
the question of distortion In vowels due to pitch change*
The upper partlals of high notes In that part of the scale are not so nearly of the same pitch as
3 Helnholtz, op. clt., p. 110* 
9 Ibid.
7
those or tho deeper notes and hence they are more readily distinguished* On b*V * for example# wo­men^ voices could easily bring out all the vowels, with a full quality of tone*nbut at higher pitches the choice Is more limited *iU
This pitch of b* ir would not be as high In frequency as it
Is now because of the consistent rise In frequency of a * to
440 C.p.S*
According to W. A. Alkln, once the pitch of the 
whispered /"Q,J (calm) is found, the relationship of the pitch 
of other vowels is consistent* Therefore he developed a 
Resonator Seal*11 (••• Flguro 1) on which he did not mark the 
exact pitch, for he felt that each person varied In the pitch 
at Which he sang a given note* On the basis of his Investi­
gations, he felt that practice In whispering the vowel at its
characteristic pitch would Improve the quality of the sus-
*
talned vowels*
I  IT X JZ X n — vnr ~X. 3ET x n
------- » - m — h 4 M -
z h J *  iduki:
“  T o  a  * o K J




& & i a
n a ^ i
.<r
U Z i.
e**c»-n r f h
i t
h d
fc T e »  
hen  , *  a id  ht t  Aoa* 
hM J .  k+ii *®**
Figure 1* Alkln'a Resonator Scale*
10 Ibid., p. 111.
_ _ _ 1* Alkln, The Voice, an Introduction to Practi.cal Phonology (Hew York ilk>ngman*s ,~<Treen and Co. 7 T§3Tn---p• 53T 1'J
6
He pointed out a relationship or tha pitch range or women *&
voices to the characteristics or the vowel sounds#
It will be noticed that r» Is also a high note In the average man's compass, thereTore hie resonator will very rarely be in a position to reinforce the primary note of his vocal cores, but generally one of Its harmonics or upper partial*•.• *X» a woman9 s voice, the case is different* While the vocal com* pass is practically an octave higher than a men1*, the pitch of the resonator is barely a third higher.It therefore happens that the lowest notes of the Resonator Seale are brought almost to the middle of the vocal eewqpaee, so that Its upper octave oftencoincides with the primary0resonant pitches of thevowel sounds In the neclu*2
D* G* Killer analysed the curves made by his
fhenodellc of the vowel sounds in father, raw, no, gloom,
mat, pet, ttey, and bee on pitches ranging from 106 to 522
c.p.s. These analyses were made on the assumption that
the harmonic theory of vowel production was valid, and that,
therefore, the cavities reinforced the overtones of the
fundamental cord tone* He finds,
• •• that there Is not a fixed partial which char­acterises the vowel, neither Is there a single, fixed pitch /Frequency* The greater part of the energy of the voice Is in those partial* which fall within certain limits, no matter at what pitch the vowel is uttered, nor by What quality of voloei that Is, the vowel Is characterised by a fixed region, or regions, of resonance or reinforcement
The definitive study which he reports was done for his own
voice and therefore dees not answer the question as to high
1S Ibl*., p. 114.
Klll.r, op. clt. , p. 223.
9
soprano pitohes, but his comments are noteworthy»
Ifi while the mouth cavity is maintained unchanged In position, the vocal cords are set successively to different pitches and the voice Is produced, then one definite vowel, the same throughout, la recog­nised as being sung at different pitches» Jn this case the region of resonance is constant, though the pitch of the fundamental may vary, as may also the pitch >Trequeaoy7  ***3 order of the particular parr tials which fall within the region of resonance.
She character Is tic s of several vowels are given In musical notation* • ./reproduced below In Fig. the notes correspond to the pitches of maximum resonance, as shown by the curves of the previous figure, and each vowel can be most clearly intoned upon the corresponding note
mK? i»w w  mm** m o- m ot m ec m ids a.j r*mr r* p** f* r* £££*
■ — —  'j- —  • . :
Figure 2* Vowel Characteristics (Miller)*
He points out,
The pitch of the soprano voice in singing often rises above that of the characteristics of certain vowels, which then become difficult$ the bass voice when highest Is still below the lowest vowel characteristic, and It Is thus able to.lntone any vowel on any note which It can sing. ... *
p* 2*3.




Hiller, undoubtedly, did much to determine the 
change* in rowels due to pitch* However, he did not carry 
hi* experiment beyond the pitch of 522 o*p*s«, nor did he 
make a check of phonetic Judgments as to the rowel which 
was being sung at the exact time he made his analysis*
I. B. Crandall studied the thirteen vowel sounds 
of four male and four female voices* Each rowel was spoken 
naturally and was continuously recorded from beginning to 
end.1® Although he did not consider the effect of raising 
the pitch, in the aeeond part of his study he did give a 
compilation of data regarding the characteristic energy 
patterns, which is reproduced in the table on the next 
page.1^
Mote that this table includes data from Paget, 
which Crandall Included, despite their synthetic nature, 
because of their completeness* Paget was successful in 
making his models produce synthetic vowels which were highly
recognisable* In additional experiments, he sang the vari­
ous vowels to the chromatic scale and listened to the vowel
resonances as the pitch progressed*
1A I* B. Crandall, "The Sounds of Speech," The Bell System Technical Journal, IV (1925), 586-626* J
j. b* Crandall, "Dynamical Study of the Vowel Sounds, Part II," The Bell System Technical Journal* VI (1927), P* 1 0 6 * ----------4----------------------
2 2
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I. oo (pool) . 431 383 407 G ,S 861 724 793 g 4#
I I . u ( p u t) . . . 575 362 473 B j — 1,149 966 1,058 Cs -f-
I I I .  o (tone) . . 575 430 502 C 4- 912 790 851 a 4
IV. a ( ta lk ) . . 645 558 602 D ,3 1,024* 886 955 b 4
V. o (ton) . . . 724 703* 713 F«S — 1,218 1,116f 1,167 D &
VI. a  (father) . 861 790 825 g 4# + 1,149 1,254 1,202 Os#
V II. a r  (part) . 861 767 814 G «# 1,290 1,491 1,390 f 6+
V III. a  ( ta p ) . . . 813 703 758 G « - 1,825 1,824 1,825 A*#
IX . e ( te n ) . . . . 609 527 568 D < - 1,825 1,932 1,879 B( ~
X . er (pert) .. /  542 \ 700* 470
/  506 
\ 700 c4 1,448 1,534 1,491 G» —
X I. a (tape) . 609 470 540 c 4* 2,048 2,169 2,108 Ca +
X II . i ( t * p ) . . . . 512 362 437 A, 2,170 2,298 2,234 C ,# +
X III . e (team ) . 431 332 381 G 3 2,435 2,434 2,435 D e#+
* Poorly resolved, in our charts, 
f  In P ag e t’s notation , for the  sound o as in not. 
{ Considering er to  have trip le  resonance.
T he main resonances of m ost of these sounds are so pronounced that 
it is not at all difficult to take the correct data from the original charts, 
ignoring the less-essential minor peaks. In only one case (a as in talk) 
does our original chart fail to resolve the two principal peaks, but they  
are partially resolved even in this case, so that there is no great un­
certainty in the figure given. In the case of the sound er, a third  
frequency is shown in the diagram.
12
The result was unexpected • In the case or vowels with a high pitched upper resonance like /*)/ a#In eat (2298) or the French vowel /a../ as In tu(2048) the sane high pitched resonance could TSSheard throughout, while the larynx note was pro- gresslvely raised by semitones through the octave from #0 (102) to #g (204)* Similarly, In the case of the vowel /~0 / (earth), with resonances g'"1534 and #g1 406, both resonances remained constant throughout the chromatic scale • ♦ • •
When, however, the same experiment was tried with vowels of a lower upper-resonance, a different re­sult was found* For example, In the case of the vowel /~aj as In calm, with resonances 1149 and 724 the upper resonance was found to vary at eachsemitone rise of the larynx note, though the lowerresonance appeared to remain constant *zo
It was seen that. In the case of vowels of high resonant pitch (2298, 2048, and 1534) this pitch remained constant while larynx note was raised, by steps of a semitone at a time, from 102 to 204*
The experiment was made to see how far this condi­tion lasted, and at what stage —  In musical relation of larynx note to upper resonance —  the upper resonance began to vary with the rise of larynx note.*1
Paget found that In the case of singing a "slightly advanced 
/U/" from #C68 to #d*304 the upper resonance was constant 
until the relationship to the larynx note was two octaves 
and four semitones, after which the upper resonance became 
variable* He concluded that this lessening of the Interval 
Is the cause of the variability* He further concluded that
20 Sir Richard Paget, Human Speech (London* Hare our t, Brace a Co*, 1930), p* 49*
21 Ibid., p. 50.
13
If the Interval approaches three octaves, there will always 
be a convenient harmonic, but when the Interval is less, 
then the overtone (upper resonance) has to seek the nearest 
harmonic to which It can adapt Itself.
When us Ins his resonator to produce the sound fuj 
on an ascending scale, Paget found that It was necessary to 
interrupt the sound in order to recognise any change, for 
If the fu.J was sounded continuously, no loss of character 
was evident. He made the following tabulation of his 
resultst
laryngealgrequency Vowel Heard Observations
512 / # /  as In (not) 512 is a lower resonance of483 / & / 483 is a lower resonance of f o j430 / # /  to /o/ (all) / ^406 /ou/ first part 406 Is a lower resonance of foojof diphthong342 /y / as in (put) 342 Is a lower resonance of fu7322 . / u /  as In (who)
Figure 3* Distortion of / U y  as Its pitch Is raised*22
He states that the /*klJ  sound "cannot be sung on any note
above, say #gM 406 m • •* w23
If, therefore, good pronunciation Is required In sing­ing, composers should not demand of the vocalist that any vowel should be sung on a note higher than the lower resonance range of the vowel in question. For
22 Ibid.m p. 223.
23 ibid.
baas voices this rule raises no difficulties, since practically all the notes of a bass are below the range of the vowel resonances* A tenor should not be aslced to pronounce an /o\jJ (no), £ (who),
£ UJ  (put), £'J (eat), or £xj (it) on his highest notes, while the contralto is still more limited* Finally, a soprano must not be expected to pronounce any vowels, except perhaps £<xj (calm) and possibly 
£^J (up), £t>J (not), and /ae/ (hat) on her highest notesj it would seem to be a physical impossibility to do so*
On the other hand, experiment with models shows that the vowels of a high upper resonance can be recogmlsably produced on a reed note which is higher than their lower resonance. In this case the vowel is recognized by its upper resonance.2^
Paget's conclusions are not, however, definitive.
Xn Fletcher's study2^ of the influence of pitch upon 
the acoustic spectra of vowel sounds, only a limited nuhber 
of pitches and vowels were reported as used. An analysis 
of * £ * J  and a /<?_/, at the frequencies of 128, 160, 192, 
and 2^6 c.p.s* shewed that for the "W the frequency regions 
of 300 and 2300, and for the sound a the regions of 500 and 
1900 c.p.s., were the areas at which energy was concentrated.
To determine the effect of frequency distortion, 
Fletcher used high and low pass filters. Some of the sounds 
were found to be localized in a limited frequency range, but 
others had their characteristics extending throughout the 
entire range. This supports the previous work of both Paget
Ibid.
25 Harvey Fletcher, Speech and Hearing (New Yorks P. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1$^9)V p . $& •
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and Miller* When all frequencies below 500 c*p.s. were 
eliminated, the articulation ̂ percentage of the total 
number of vowel sounds which are correctly observed/ was 
reduced by only 2£, although energy was reduced by 60Jt* 
Eliminating the frequencies above 1500 c*p*s* resulted in 
a leaa of articulation of 35^* while only 10# of the energy 
was lost* He found that filtering the frequencies above 
3000 c*p«s* resulted in as low a value for the articulation 
as if the frequencies below 1000 c.p*s* had been filtered* 
Fletcher’s data further showed that e could be 
recognized 80# of the time when the frequencies either above 
1700 c.p*s* or below 1700 c.p.e. were used* For the short 
vowels, as Fletcher calls them, "u, o, e,M it was found 
that there was a 20# error when the frequencies below 1000 
were eliminated, but a negligible error When frequencies 
above 1000 were eliminated* From the standpoint of noting 
what phonetic changes might occur, Fletcher makes this 
statement:
For example, sounds very much like Tj when fre­quencies above 1000 cycles are eliminated, but from the fact that the percent articulation at this point is over 90 per cent it is evident that some features are still preserved in the low-fre- quenoy region for the sound e that distinguish it from the sound u*2°
26 p* 282
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Table II, below, 1b reproduced from Fletcher*a work*
TAB IE II2?
CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCY OF THE VOCAL SOUNDS
Speech &ounh !Low frequency Bleb &r*<ju*ney
u [pool) 400 800u put) 475 10000 tone) 500 850a talk) 600 9500 ton) 700 1150a father) 825 1200a ,t*p) 750 1800e ten) 550 1900er pert) 500 1500a1 *»P?Jtip) 550450 21002200e [team) 375 2400
This table gives the characteristic frequency regions with 
reference to normally pitched vowels, but not with refer­
ence to high pitched vowels*
Barrett stout studied the changes In harmonic struct 
ture of sustained vowels under the conditions t (1) with 
changes In Intensity when pitch Is held constant! and (2) 
with changes In pitch when Intensity Is held constant* His 
procedure was to have the vowels 00, AH, EE sustained at 
the pitches of D£l46*8, Ag220, 03295*61 then, using the 
Henrlel analyser, he calculated the energy in the part la Is
27 Ibid., P* 58*
2& Barrett Stout, "The Harmonic Structure of Vowels In Singing in Relation to Pitch and Intensity," Journal of the Acoustical society of America, X (1938)# 137-146*
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up to 4200 c.p.s* Ho concluded that there van little energy 
of algal?loanee at frequencies above 4200 c.p.s. Stout ’a 
cone1 us ions vertj
(1) That the most Important change In the harmonic structure of the vowels 00, AH, EE which accompanies an Increase In Intensity, with pitch remaining con-* stent. Is an enhancement of the relative Importance of the part la Is lying above the frequency of 1800 eye lea i
(2) that this enhancement Is greatest at the low pitch for the vowel AH, greatest at the high pitch for the vowel EE, and about the same at all three pitches for the vowel 00;
(3) that the increase in the intensity of the fundamental which accompanies an Increase In total Intensity la very slight for the vowel AH, considerably more for the vowel 00 and greatest for the vowel EE*
Relative to the effects of varying pitch, stout concluded
(1) that the nest important change in the harmonic structure of the vowels AH, 00, and EE Which occurs with a rise In pitch (Intensity remaining constant)Is a decrease in the relative Intensity of the par­tial* lying above the frequency 1800 cycles;
(2) that the contours outlining the Intensity areas at frequencies 600*800 and 1000*2000 for the vowel AH appear to become less definitely two contours, the higher the pitch, until at the highest pitch they appear to have merged Into one large contour;
(3) that In the case of all three vowels, the fun­damental appears to absorb a considerable part of the energy which has shifted from the high fre­quency regions to the low*
That there is no consistent change in frequency location of
Intensity areas with (1) an Increase In total Intensity, or
(2) a rise In pitch, is quite definitely Indicated by the
results of the study*
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More recently* with the availability of the acoustic 
spectrograph, a number of studies have appeared concerning 
the characteristic frequencies of the vowels* Martin Joos1
first concentration of energy in the frequency distribution, 
which he called Formant 1, against the second, which he 
called Formant 2* On the basis of this plotting, he found 
that the vowels are arranged in a manner Which resembles 
the conventional vowel triangle* He did not consider the 
question of pitch distortion, nor did Potter, Kopp, and 
Green in Visible speech *3° The latter, in a chapter con­
cerned with vocal musical Interests, considered the more 
apparent physical phenomena such as vibrato, pitch steps, 
shifts, etc., without trying to evaluate the spectrograph 
patterns from the standpoint of recognition, as they had done 
previously for the spoken vowels* Potter and Peterson, 
in attempting to find a system by which resonance bars on 
the spectrograms can be organized, plotted bar 1 vs* bar 2, 
bar 1 vs* bar 3, and bar 2 vs* bar 3 in both two dimensional
graph Ho no* c)•
3° R* X* Potter, G* A* Kopp, and H. C* Green, Vis­ible Speech (Hew Yorks D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc*, I9>47).
R* K* Potter and G* E. Peterson, "The Representa­tion of Vowels and their Movements," Journal of the Aoous- tical Society of America, XX (1948), 528-535- 1
"Acoustic Phonetics presented a method of plotting the
Acoustic Phonetics e Mono
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eharts and throe dimensional nodali* They* too, found the 
conventional vowel triangle to be the leal of the vowels 
when bar 1 was plotted agalnat bar 2* The vowel distortion 
due to high pi tehee was not considered*
This brief looh at com of the more important studies 
of vowel spectra points up several general conclusions)
(1) there Is a characteristic energy spectrum for each spoken 
vowel) (2) the vowels Investigated seem to have charaeter*
1st 1c pitches) and (3) some changes In the distribution of 
energy In the acoustic spectra can be correlated to changes 
In the pitch*
However, It Is apparent that the Investigators did 
not obtain a phonetic evaluation of the vowels under analysis, 
nor did they consider the nature of the phonetic changes of 
the vowels, nor did they examine all the vowels at the ex* 
trems high pitches In the soprano range*
Statement of the Problem
Therefore, the following hypotheses merit Invest 1*
gatIoni
(1) that there is a pitch for each vowel above Which It can not be recognized)
(2) that the change of phonetic character of each vowel will follow a definite pattern) and,
(3) that the acoustic spectra of high pitched vowels will give additional Information as to the acoustic characteristics of each vowel.
The study about to be reported proposes to determine
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the nature of the changes in the vowel as the pitch Is 
raised* as shewn by (1) the observed differences of 
phonetic transcriptions made by trained phoneticians under 
the circumstances discussed later, and (2) a vowel spectra 
analysis made by the Sonograph*
CHAPTER XX
EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION AND PROCEDURE
Equipment
Recordings were made on Soundcraft Full-Spectrum 
broadcast type discs by a Pair chi Id Reo order Model 199# and 
Fairchild Amplifier Model 219* To the Input of this high- 
fidelity equipment vas connected s Western Electric 633A 
microphone* Recording mas done at 33^ rpnu* Which Intro­
duced the well-known error of suppression of high frequen­
cies near the center of the disc* No attempt was made to 
equalise or compensate for this loss*
A switch at the output of the amplifier loaded the 
circuit with either the recording head or the monitoring 
speaker* After the Towel was heard on the monitoring sys­
tem sustained In a steady state, the switch was turned to 
record for the duration of one revolution of the turntable, 
or 1*8 seconds* The observers heard the vowels on the re­
producer of this sane Fairchild unit. For that part of the 
study In Which frequency versus time patterns were made, 
the 500 ohm output of the Fairchild was connected to the 
30 ohm microphone-input of the monograph (see Fig* 4) through 
a HP model 350A 3 watt attenuator and a UTC, 18-33 trans­
former*
A Presto portable recording-playback equipment,
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oonaieUd b| matching transformer and attenuator* wao used 
for the pert of the study la which frequency versus in­
tensity patterns were made*
Figure 4* The Sonagraph
A desorlptlen or the Sonagraph* sometimes called
the sound spectrograph# is quoted from the Key Electric
Cospany’a maintenance manual*
The Sena-graph Is an instrunsnt which analyses a complex signal as a function of both frequency and tine* The resultant portrayal known as a 3GNA0BAM# displays frequency along the vertical axis* time along the horizontal axis and Intensity by the dcrkmsw of the pattern* This type of automatic analysis la very useful In giving a clear and perma­nent picture of complex signals that vary with time.
In normal operation a SOWAORAM portrays the frequency region up to 8000 cycles In a vertical distance of 4 Inches and covers a period of time equivalent to 2*4 seconds for a horizontal distance of approximately 12# Inches* A recorded signal can be analysed by this method In about five minutes**
In operation a sample of the wave to be analysed Is first recorded on the magnetic disc* After
the wanted signal la recorded It la reproduced repeatedly at a speed of 3*3 tines the recording speed. On each repetition the signal la scanned by either a 45 cycle or 300 cycle band-pass filter which la effectively shifted slightly In frequency with each repetition. The output of the analysing filter Is then recorded on dry facsimile paper that Is fastened around the drum that rotates In synchronism with the magnetic disc. The recording stylus shifts gradually along the frequency scale In step with the scanning oscillator# Fluctuations of intensity at the output of the filter will show up on the SOV9AORAM as light or dark areas, with the higher energy levels showing the darker regions
To determine the amplitude of a signal more ac­curately than it Is portrayed on the SONAGRAM a second type of analysis can be made, known as a Section# This second type of representation Is necessary since the amplitude or darkness of pat­tern on the SQXAOIUJf is net defined well enough due to the limited range of the recording paper. This auxiliary presentation gives at any pre­selected point In time a portrayal of amplitude In the horizontal direction versus frequency In the vertical direction.
In operation the section Is made by connecting the output of the analyzing filter to a Sectloner circuit. This circuit integrates the energy over a 5 millisecond period at a pre-selected point in time. This energy Is then used to control the length of time that a multivibrator oscillator Is turned on, which* In turn* provides the marking voltage for the recording paper. The portrayal Is a uniform decibel scale that can cover a range of 35 db. This range covers a horizontal distance of approximately l£ Inches* which means that at any one time sections cannot be made closer than about .4 seconds on the time scale of the SGNAGRAH.
Calibrating the Equipment
The output frequencies of a HP Audio Oscillator 
Model 200C* varied between 100 c.p.s. and 3000 c.p.s.* 
fed to the Input of the Sonagraph through a HP 500 ohm 
attenuator. A pattern marking the position of each
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calibrating frequency vac made on the recording paper* From 
this pattern* a template vaa prepared In order to Identify 
the frequencies of the components of the vowel patterns* A
recording* made of the output of the audio oscillator at
different frequeaelea* vac fed to the Sonagraph to determine 
that the record lng-play back instruments did not alter the 
position of the calibrating frequencies on the template*
Further calibration was made by adjusting the sec- 
tloner circuit according to Instructions from the Spectro­
graph Division of the Kay Electric Company* This calibration 
Insured that the circuit marked seven 5 db« steps to the 
limit of 56 volts* Zt was necessary to check this calibra­
tion frequently and to re-make It a number of times* for
the Sonagraph did not seem to be very stable*
In using the sect loner circuit* It was found that*
In order to get the best results from the spectrograph* the 
Input gain control could not be left at a constant setting* 
Had It been possible to do so* and had it been possible to 
control the Intensity at which the singer sustained the 
vowels originally* the energy levels of one vowel could have 
been compered directly with those of another* Comparisons 
of the intensity of partlals are valid* therefore* only 
within one vowel*
Recording the Vowels
Five sopranos In training at the School of Music*
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Louisiana state Mversity« u r n  selected for the study*
D m  was an Instructor In Voice * Theoretically# It would 
have been possible for troloeO phonetician* to sustain the 
vowels* practically* however* it was oozalAoroO teat 
trained singers would he aoperlor in sustaining vowele at 
the required pitches* They were given the following 
written direction* 3
Direction* to tee *lnger* 3
1* This la net an experiment te measure your sing- lug ability*
2* The experimenter wlehea te find tee highest pitch at which each of the vowel* can be recognised*Be 1* not interested in the tonal quality of the vowel*# for it 1* well Known that a ora vowel* are more pleasing than other*# or are more easily predueed at high pitches*
3* Therefore# it l* necessary not only to sing on tee requited pitch# but also to make an effort to sing a recognisable vowel* At a oertain pitch it will begin to be difficult# of course# but you are asked to force the requested vowel# trying not to modify It*
4* These vowels# Which are being recorded* will be played to phonetically-trained observers* who will write the vowel they hear* They will not* however* hear the vowel as you sing It* A short while after you have attacked the tone# and a short while before you release it# the experimenter will make a recording* This mean* teat tee beginning and ending of the vowel* any extraneous noises* rad the sound of the pitch pipe will not be re~ corded* Please hold each vowel until you receive a signal te stop* Don't change your position relative to tee microphone after tee experiment 1* race startedj teat is* each vowel should be sung from the same place and you should face the same direction on each vowel* This is to Insure that the room characteristics are reasonably
2 6
constant for all the vowels• You will be asked to step backward on some of the high-pitched vowels*
5 . Before you begin to sing, give your name and singer number* At the end of e&eh group, say "End of Group #*•*" Pause while the recording needle is shifted, then when given the signal, say, "Group number. * *, ” and begin singing again* Speed is less important than accuracy of the vowel* You may rest at any time that you care to do so*
the distance from the singer to the microphone was 
optimum for the peak level of the recorder* At some high 
pitches, the singer was asked to step back one pace to 
prevent sudden overloading* Otherwise the recording in­
tensity was adjusted by the gain control on the amplifier*
While the singer tested the vowel and found the 
voeal pitch, using a pitch pipe as a key, the circuit was 
on the monitor system* After the vowel was steady (and 
after the gain control had been adjusted) the switch was 
turned to record for the time of one complete revolution
of the turntable, after which it was turned from record
to monitor, and the singer was signalled to stop.
This procedure had several advantages}
(1) It eliminated the pitch pipe note, which would 
distract the phonetic observers and show up in the spectro­
grams*
(2) It eliminated the transient characteristics of
the attack and release of the vowel, leaving only the
steady state portion on which phonetic Judgments were made*
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(3) All vowels were held at a constant duration 
of approximately 1*8 seconds* to eliminate judgments on 
the basis of length#
(4) It was assumed that a vowel could not toe sus­
tained properly with Intensities which were "abnormal” 
for a given pitch: therefore the singer was allowed to 
choose her own intensity* which was then adjusted to the 
optimum ampUfloatlon of the equipment*
(5) the room was sound-deadened* but not completely 
"dead*" for unusual room characteristics might Influence 
the singer's ability to hold a vowel to a required pitch*
(6) Key words were used for each vowel* so that a 
singer who did not knew IPA symbols was aware* nevertheless* 
of which vowel she was supposed to sustain# Each singer 
was given a musical score on which were Indicated the vowel 
and pitch to be sustained*
(7) the fatigue element was partially eliminated 
by the rests and breaks between vowels and vowel groups*
(8) The learning element was not a factor* except 
In the degree that the singers vocalized previously to the 
experiment* They all reported that they had "warmed up*" 
They did not* of course* use the experimental material In 
warming up*
Making Phonetic Judgments
Nine members of the faculty of the Department of
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all trained in phonetic transcription# were asked 
to a&kt phonetic Judgments on the recorded vowel** The 
relieving written directions were given te themt
Directions to phonetic observers$
1* There will be from ten to twelve group* of vowels for each of the five singers. In each group there will be twenty vowels # more or less* Meither the number of vowels in any group# nor the number of groups has any sig­nificance i the vowels are sung In random order at pitches which are in random order*
2* The attach and release characteristics of each vowel are eliminated by a switch which gives a slight pop. You are ashed to transcribe the vowel you hear# placing Its symbol In the proper space In the vertical column under the group number to which you are listening* Make your Judgment on the basis of what you hear, net on what you think the singer may be trying to sing.If you care to hear certain vowels again (since there may be some extraneous masking noises)# that is possible*
3* There will be no warning of the vowel sound# nor will the sounds be evenly spaced.
4. You may use close transcription if necessary.Do not leave blank spaces# unless It Is abso­lutely necessary to do so# In which case# please be sure to draw a line through the space.
The observers were seated In front of the loud speaker
In the same sound deadened room In which the singer*
32 The phonetic observers were C* M. Wise# a. W. Gray# C. L. Shaver# Iynn Orr# Fred Tewell# Evan Ulrey, Mrs. C. I.. Shaver# Miss Harriet Idol and Miss Jeannette Xagualte. With the exception of Miss Laguaite # these observer* all have the sans General American dialect. Miss Lagualte'* dialect Is southern# but because of her training and exper­ience In speech work# her Judgments on the vowels were not invalidated by her dialect.
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sustained the vowels. Although the observers were seated 
In different parts of the ree» with respset to the loud 
speaker, tills change in roots acoustics was neither investi­
gated nor isolated* When the observers indicated that they 
were fatiguing, a rest period was taken*
Making the Patterns
The frequency versus time patterns of the vowels 
were wade using the Fairchild unit, and the frequency versus 
intensity patterns were made using the Presto unit* The un­
availability of the last equipment throughout the study 
necessitated this procedure* It is evident that an evalua­
tion of the intensity of the part la Is (length of line on the 
sections) would have to take into account corrections for 
both systems. However, the present study concerned Itself 
only with the frequencies of the energy peaks on the spectra* 
Patterns were made of test words to compare both units* in 
addition, patterns were compared to those made on other spec­
trographs* Within the range of 100-8000 o*p*s*, the play­
back systems, with their connecting circuits, did not intro­
duce a distortion of the positions of the calibrating fre­
quencies on the template*
The gain control of the Sonagraph was set so that 
each vowel was presented at -5 to 0 V.W* in order to get 
the best efficiency from the instrument for both types of 
patterns *
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The frequency versus time patterns (see next page 
for examples of the patterns) were made with the hand pass 
filter set to "narrow" (a spread of about 45 cycles)* Al­
though patterns of this type were made of all the vowels 
at all pitches for all five singers, the frequency versus 
intensity patterns were made for only m e  singer* She 
individual singers were not equally capable of sustaining 
a recognisable vowel, and so they were scored on the basis 
of recognised vowels. Singer #1, an Instructor In Voice 
at Louisiana State university, was found to have the best 
score* The data from frequency versus intensity patterns, 
then, are taken from the analysis of 203 patterns of one 
singer's sustained vowels*
Frequency versus Intensity® Frequency versus time® 




The Pete from Phonetic Observations
Table XXX shows the vowels as they were heard by 
the phonetic observers at each pitch* The numbers following 
each symbol indicate the number of observers who agreed on 
an observation* For instance, referring to Table XXX at 
the pitch of b 1, the vowel f \ J  was heard by three judges 
to be /  j J , five heard /i J and one heard f $_/♦
Table IV shows the pitches at Which each vowel was 
correctly Identified by at least 60# of the observers* The 
crosses (x) Indicate the pitches at which Singer #1 made 
the vowels in such a manner that they were recognised by at 
least 60# of the observers* The asterisks (*} Indicate ad­
ditional pitches at which one or more of the other singers 
made the vowel recognizably* For Instance, /”i J was heard 
at pitches c», d', s', f f, and a*. /i./, however, was heard
only at e 1, f *, a •, and b 1 • Also • for at least one other 
singer, f ij was heard by 6Q# or more of the observers at the 
pitch of c * •
Table V depicts the number of times each vowel, as 
sung by Singer #1, was heard as another vowel* The three 
parts of the table represent three arbitrarily selected pitch 
groupings, c * -g *, a*-e", f ,T-c’". There la a possible total
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of forty-five judgments fox* each pitch group* For Instance# 
in the pitch range from o' to g 1, /"i/  was heard thlrty-fiie 
times as /"/_/# nine tines as / X A  only once as /e_/.
But# in the pitch range of a'-o", £} J was heard as £* J 
only sixteen times# as f±J eighteen times# as £cj seven 
times# as three times# and as f&J only once* In the
third group# f^-c”1# note a different distributions /"i J 
was heard as only once# as flj four times# as fej
three times# as feJ five times# as J thirteen times#
/'ay eleven times# faj three times# and as JTaJ five times* 
Figures 6-18 shew the percentage of observers who 
correctly identified each vowel# plotted for each of the 
pitches* This recognition curve for singer #1 is represented 
by the solid line# while the combined curve for all five 
singers is represented by the broken line* For instance# 
for the vowel /" i J9 Figure 6 shows that for Singer #1# the 
recognition went from below 8C0 it c 1 to 1OC0 at d 1# to below 
7Q0 at e S  and so on# finally dropping to about 300 at b* as 
it progressively became less recognisable • The same informa­
tion for the combined scores of all five singers is repre­
sented by the broken line*
The Data from Spectrographio Analysis
Approximately one thousand spectrograms were made of 
the vowels as sustained by all the singers* These vowel 
spectrograms were utilized In two ways* By noting the
3**
constancy of the frequency positions of the resonance 
bars * the voire la were determined to be in a steady state, 
with the exceptions due to the we XI-known frequency and in­
tensity vibratos* Secondly, the frequencies of the bars 
were measured and tabulated# These tabulations of the 
frequency versus time spectrograms were not plotted, how* 
ewer, for the results from sample plotting were not suffi­
ciently encouraging te warrant continuing the work# The 
frequency locations were found to follow a pattern which 
amounted to a plot of the harmonics, for it was not possible 
te select accurately which components indicated the peak 
of the energy distribution# A number of other Investigators 
(Potter, Kopp, Green, Peterson, and Joos), who have used 
this technique of plotting the "bars” were able to determine 
visibly which of the resonance bands were significant* But 
in sustained vowels at high pitches, the variations of den­
sity which display the energy are net discrete enough for 
ldentlficat ion•
Therefore, the information in the following graphs 
as to the frequency locations of energy is from the section- 
gram type of pattern, for in this type of pattern, the peaks 
of energy were more easily identified# In order that these 
sectlon-grams of frequency versus intensity could be taken 
at the same point In the vibrato cycle of different vowels 
(to Insure uniformity in the segments which are compared), 
it was necessary to make part of a frequency versus time
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pattern first* At the point where three different vibrato 
cycles had their frequency peaks, three sections were taken* 
One of the two most similar sections was chosen to be 
measured* The frequency of only the peaks of a resonant 
area were plotted* A peak was defined as a component bounded 
on both sides by Indications of lesser Intensity* If, how­
ever, several components# close to each other in frequency# 
were of the same length# the mid-component of the area was 
selected as a peak* At higher pitches# the energy In the 
components gave markings of similar length# widely separated 
in frequency* Xt was decided that for these pitches# each 
component in such cases would be tensed a peak and Its 
frequency would be plotted*
The figures and tables were made from measurements 
of the sections* Xt was convenient to arrange the material 
In long strips by cutting the sectlon-grams of each vowel 
and pasting them side by side in a pltch-scale order* In 
this manner# the acoustic nature of the vowel throughout the 
pitch scale could be observed and measured readily*
Figures 19-22 show the frequency locations of the 
peaks of the resonant areas at each pitch for each vowel.
The ordinate represents the frequency in cycles per second* 
the abscissa represents the changes in pitch* For example# 
for the vowel f i J at the pitch of d • # there are peaks of 
energy at 250# 2500# and 3500 c*p*s* Lines are shown 
connecting the peaks which seem to belong to the same
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resonance region from one pitch to the next* In cose of 
doubt, no lines were drawn*
Figure 23 shows the frequencies of the peaks of 
energy for each vowel at the pi tehee at which it was heard 
as the indicated vowel by at least 66$ of the observers* 
That is, regardless of what was required of the dinger, for 
those oases in which at least 66$ of the observers agreed 
as to the nature of the vowel, the peaks of energy were 
plotted* For instance, at the pitch of e 1, a number of 
different vowels, f 3J t /*a/, foj> $ were all
understood as fcijx the frequencies of the peak components 
for the different vowels are indicated by different symbols. 
Lines are drawn between peaks which seem to belong to the 
same resonance region*
Figures 24*27 arrange the material in Figures 19*22 
in a different manner, showing the peaks of energy concen­
trations for all the vowels at each pitch*
TA3LE III
The vowels as they were heard by the ohonetlo observers at each pitch. 
Each symbol Is fallowed by the number of observers w'o heard It.
eutZ CLLL /At j a
ez£i
trtetct*es £/ ere/C7£ /
amiAl It a/ at
a 5 * I
l/dl
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m  m
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TABLE IV
The pitches at which each vowel was recognized. 
Crosses (x) represent the vowels of Singer #1. 
Asterisks (*) show additional pitches at which 
the vowel of at least one of the other singers 
was recognized by 60% of the observers.
c* d 1 e1 f * s' a* b* c" d" e” f" g" a" bM c”'
•/ X X X X X
X * X X X
e X X
e* Y X X X
* X X X X Y X
a X
a X X X ■K- X X X
0 X
o X X X
u X X X X
u X X X
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tabu: v
The number of times each vov;el Is heard as another vowel In three different oitch groups: Singer #1.
in a  (ii w  m  m  m  w  m  w  w  M  w
W
TTTch"
e'-g* ’5 9 18 * -e" if: 18 7 ■* 1
f^-d" 1 4 3 S 13 11c
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CHAPTER IV
RESUMSS
Bwulto f r w  Ofcjtctlw inmtiiaitlon
n t  results £n m  tbs speatrograpbic d I U  sen b* sun- 
— rtsed late Table VI (see p. 53)» la which* for each of the 
r»e«cnlnd vowels* the frequencies of the first toi second 
peaks have been tabulated. The shame In frequency for the 
first peak seen to fellow the rise of the fundaaeatal pitch. 
However* reference to Pieum 23 shews a spread In frequencies 
of the sesontf peak which could be due to several factors.
For example, in seas eases a peak of an energy area which 
was present for one pitch say be completely miss ins at an­
other pitch; la other cases* it aagr have shifted progressive­
ly with the rise la pitch; sad la still ether oases* It nay 
vary for so—  ether reason.
A tabulation of the ranges of frequenoy looations of 
the peaks of enemy from Figure 2 3 is given la Table VII 
(a—  p. 53). This table differs from Table VI* which con­
siders only the—  vowels which are identified in comparison 
to what the singer Intended to sustain* while Table VII con­
siders those vowels on which there is agreement of 66$ of the 
Judgments* regardless of which vowel the singer Intended to 
sustain. Thus, /€/ at o’" was heard by six out of nine ob­
servers as /a?/, and its frequencies, therefore, are Included
52
/r j ■ :o ■; jy . r:’ ?t _ c.’ 2’-.̂: y 7r FI jurea 19-22
7 -'•■•■ c 1 T * * C 0 h . L C : *r c c _ ; :* I * 1 j ■ c :: co v .13 ■''ro" i: ‘'r’ ~ •' -e I1' cycles •oer cecrr.d Peak 1 | * Fo ■' ’:" 2
/ -w * __ -■* 1 1~ y 250-550 2200-2650X ' 1 _ 1 f __ V 1, . w 2 j>7- -j j>C 20. .0-2 2 00c 2 3 0 -7 0 0 2 200-2700C - - ■ 252-roc 2 COO-2 1 0 0SL 1 _ - » 35:-920 1000-2120
3 -c 2300CL . 1 » 1 t 1 1COO-190c -4 0 0 -4 1 2A
3 1 1002 4-000O  ̂* _ 4 * * " 9 w 30C-3 2. 2 '0 0 -4 400u » - t ' v' „ .'C ' - - 30-„300
a ~ f 1̂  1 n n 1000-I30c
y r  c„ r i j i r  0 1,
V ’• ’ r-‘ ? Y-r. ̂ s » • » - 'r-' ' ' - r.■ ,*-r - * j 0  w 3''. o y c ’ c r  ' e r  " : c : a d?■-- 1 ? e - ' - 7
/ 2' 3 -  ~ _/ 3 0 2 2 0C- 2 6 5 02 23 0 - 7 0 0 1900 —2 j 3O
e 23- -7G C 7 0 0 0 - 2 2 0 0t 2 3 0 -90C 2000-2100
X , 2 7 0 - 1 0 0 0 :oc 2 - 2 - 2 0a 1150 1 COG
CL 7 0 0 - i ^ c : 2 301 -44  0 T'
A 3 .2* . afc'1! ’3 7 C0 - 113C 1 „ C 0 - 4 2 0 .
0 5 0 0 - 8 0 0 _ 6 0 0 -4 4 0 0u 5 0 0 - 6 0 0 _jC - ,  4u ^0 0 - 3 0 0 10 0 0 - . 7 2 0
in the range for £& /  in Table VII*
The vowels £xj9 £ ? J 9 £ t j >  £ o J $ £ oj* and £ u j  
have more clearly-definecL second bands than do £^J* £#-J » 
and £aej» These latter three sounds* however* are recognized 
at higher pitches than the others* This tabulation shows 
an even greater range of frequencies for the peaks of energy. 
It points up* further* that the front vowels along with £u£ 
and £ aj have their first peak at low frequencies* whereas 
the back vowels /^Z^/* £ OJ» and £oJ consistently have a 
higher frequency for the first peak*
The data on the location of peak 1* compared in Table 
VIII with the data from a number of other studies* indicate 
from the fairly close agreement that the method used in this 
study for recording and analyzing the vowels* and for eval~ 
uatlng the patterns* is valid* Column 1 in Table VIII rep­
resents the frequencies of the low peak from Table VI*
Column 1A represents the highest pitch at which these vowels 
were identified* Column 2 represents the frequencies of the 
low peak from Table VII* Column 2A represents the highest 
pitch at which these vowels were identified*
Hote that most of the vowels are not heard up to 
the pitch whose frequency is equal to the low characteristic 
of the vowel* However* two vowels* £\J and £ e . J  9 were 
heard above the commonly accepted low frequency*
Potter and Peterson^ have presented a method of
33 potter and Peterson* loc * cit*
V̂ wqI
TABLE VIII
THE FREQUENCY OF LOW CHARACTEFISTIG EIERGY DISTRIBUTION
2AT
•t 332 ■<04-762 375 25O-35O a1440 250-350 a'440
x 52T 322-406 450 250-550 b1 250-700 d"c 614 470-512 550 250-700 a* 250-700 e"t 775 487-574 550 250-900 s1 250-900 0"
X, ■ 060 608-812 750 250-900 a1 250-1000 c*a 1350 a' 1750 a*
a 10^6 724-861 825 1000-1300 a" 700-1300 6"
0 801 608-812 600 .1000 a' 700-1150 a'
0 729 383-48T 500 500-800 a:' 500-800 s'
u 691 322-406 475 300-600 f" *00-600 f"
u 581 362-406 400 300-500 a* 300-500 a'
A 854 608-812 7C0 1
3 500
^Crandall, "The Sounds of Speech", p. 611. (/or female voice,) 




plotting bar 1 against bar 2* which* Tor the vowels they 
used* resulted in a close agreement to the conventional 
vowel triangle* J o o s * 3 7  too* has suggested this method of 
making a coordinate system for the identification of the 
vowels* Therefore* the first peak of energy has been 
plotted against the second peak of energy in Figure 28* 
for each of the identified vowels* It is obvious that for 
these vowels* plotting of peak 1 against peak 2 does not 
result in a useful coordinate system as suggested by Potter 
and Peterson*
Plotting the frequency difference between peaks 1 
and 2 versus the frequency difference between peaks 2 and 3 
as shown in Figure 29 does not give a meaningful pattern* 
either.
Figure 30 illustrates the data on Figure 23 in such 
a manner that it can be compared with Figure 30a from Vis* 
ible Speech* Which shows the energy distribution (made with 
a 300 cycle band*pass filter) in resonance bands for each 
vowel* The frequencies of the peaks (Figure 23) tend to 
fall into groups* represented on Figure 30 by blocks* 
Although Figure 30 and Figure 30a ere similar enough to






Figure 28, ■ Plot of Peak 1 ver3u? 
Peak 2 for the /ovels Identified h 
o6;j of the Oberrvera .
freruency: peak 5 nlnus peak 1















figure SO. Eange of Peaks of Energy* Each block represents the 
range 01' frequencies ut wnicn tne energy peaks Mere xoc-xllsea for 
the rcnrelo on Figure
Figure 30a. Tne htsonvnce areas of the Vowels. (Potter, et. al*)
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warrant comparison, there are differences in the number and 
width of "resonance areas"*
If a point is arbitrarily picked in the middle of 
each block, and the frequencies of two such points are 
plotted against each other in the manner used previously 
for plotting peak 1 versus peak 2 , then the coordinate con­
cept of Potter and Peterson can be secured* In order to get 
such a "triangle” (Figure 31)# however* the points to be 
plotted had to be picked from different blocks* The mid­
point of block 1 was plotted against the mid-point of block 
2 for the vowels £  i J $ £ z j ,  £  e/, £ a /$ £ o J *  and £oJ%  of 
block 3 for £t J , £^£, and £ 2.J% and of block ^ for £ UJ  
and £ u/m
If this sort of plotting can be Justified because it 
results in the conventional vowel triangle, then the reso­
nant areas plotted could be called the characteristic ones 
for each vowel* Note, however, that plotting peak 1 versus 
peak 2 for individual vowels (Figure 28) does not give such 
a consistent pattern* Kor does plotting the points from 
block 1 versus the points from only block 2 give such op­
timum results, as is shown in Figure 32 below*
Results from subjective Investigation
Figure 30 is useful in pointing out a correlation 
between the objective data and the subjective data* Table 
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TABLE I X
T h e  n u T .b e ’ ' c T  t l ' i e c  ea cV . g o u o I  
v/a 7 ,e r '1 a t  e a c h  a l t c h .
/ i f € X 4 CL A ? 0 a 3
r» i 0 A 1A T A 1 7> 2 1 “* Q ?
a 7 " 1 3 7 11 A * t 2 6 o 1C c '
e , f O IT 10 7 1 O 2 7 7 A 2 11 0r* i Q o ■3) IT Q 8 18 2 o r o ■> r- J
- C r, 0 1 7  ̂=; a A 1" £ 0
13 •7, 10 7 18 o 1 o " g c
o r 2 0 1 3 1 6 -7 6 £ 7 1 6 7•» ] ~ 1 j 13 i  :- i 5 A o r
r] T ? 1 1* 6 c 1 1 7 1C 1~ A 2 'J 0
e H* - o 7 "  ̂ O 2 0 12 i 2 ~7 c 2 7 1 c
r*j * -) X 1 t 7 P T 2 1A 1 7 1 A 1n r>
_ i 0 71 Q £ 18 VA 7 o c 3 •■>
c P 1 7 2 8 2 0 2 8 10 1 2 p i
V 1•i. A Ao 2 A 10 1 6 n 0
c ’n r O O 6 a 2 18 2 5 2 0 0 2 0
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w f t  n t w  beard as back vowels £&J$ f°J* /u.J*
On Figure 30 it la apparent that the frequency range Off fxj 
la sufficiently wide ao that any distortion of7 the peaks 
of these front vowels toward higher or lower frequencies 
would still be within the characteristics of fatJ«
the back vowels were heard occasionally as front 
vowels, but generally they were heard as fx J* fee J is 
shown on Figure 30 to have Its characteristic frequencies 
In such positions that a distortion upwards of the char- 
aeterlstlcs of £dJ 9 foj* fuJ$ and fuf would tend toward 
/CL/'b characteristics • An Inspection of the spectrograms 
shows that the first strong partial does rise as the funda­
mental pitch Is raised. This is true for some vowels below 
the pitch of a 1, but It is generally true for all vowels 
above the pitch of a 9. Moreover, a change In the vowel 
spectra is Introduced by the elimination of partlals as the 
pitch is relsedt this change tends to make all of the 
vowel spectra look alike.
The effect of the rise in pitch on all the vowels is 
to force the characteristic patterns toward a common pattern. 
Figures 2t-27 show the peaks of energy for each of the 
vowels at the same pitch* Note that within the range of c* 
to b* (the pitches at which recognition seem to be best) 
there Is a wide variation Of frequencies for the peaks of 
energy areas from one vowel to the next* Above b 1, the
influence of the rising pitch oan bo soon In (1) the equal­
isation of the frequencies of the first peaks, and (2) the 
appearance of a definite harmonic relationship of the fre- 
quencles of the peaks* Recognition above b #, though very 
poor for all vowels, Is best for /a*/, £<3j* £&J* and 
£uj» An Indication of the number of times each sound Is 
heard at each pitch Is given In fable XI* From this tabu­
lation It Is clear that there Is no one vowel, but rather 
there are the sounds of and £tf-J which are ap­
proached at high pitches*
At the pitches of f”, g FI, a1', hn, and o'1' (Figures 
26, 27) It appears that the Influence of pitch has caused 
a distinct acoustic pattern In which the peaks are at the 
harmonics, for the fundamental frequency Is so high at 
these pitches that selective resonatlon is lacking* The 
observers had reported that they made the distinction In 
vowels at high pitches with great difficulty* The high 
pitches, then, which result In very similar acoustic spec­
tra for each vowel (Inspection of the spectrograms shows 
little differences In relative intensities of the partial® 
at very high pitches) give a vowel quality which Is In­
determinate* The Influence of the on-glide and off-glide 
of the vowel and the Influence of the context within the 
word will undoubtedly be very significant suggestive in­
fluences *
Figures 6-16, which show the recognition curves for
S3
each vowel, ha?e used primarily to determine the
highest pitch of recognition for each vowel* The additional 
Information they give la difficult to interpret because of 
the lack of a sufficient number of instances* The slope 
of tee recognition curve for f \ J  declines sharply with a 
rise In pitch, and after tee pitch of a*, dees not rise 
toward better recognition* Table XX shows teat f \ J  is 
rarely heard for ether vowels* Far fij and fej* tee slope 
dees net decline so sharply, and there is mere irregularity, 
suggesting teat these vowels are mere Influenced by the 
fundamental pitch on which they are sustained* For {tj* 
/<?7# A / f  £aJ » e&d f uJw the curve declines and 
teen rises toward better recognition before It declines at 
high pitches, suggesting teat there is a region where 
recognition Is somewhat enhanced by the pitch* The decline 
in recognition for at d”, e", f %  and g” Is matched
(Tables V, XX) by tee decline in nun&ers of times which 
Is heard for other vowels* Evidently these pitches force 
tee spectra (Figure 26) out of the fx.J contour. Higher 
pitches for /~3qJ  show a gain In recognition and also it Is 
heard for other vowels a correspondingly larger number of 
times*
A third type of curve is shown by Figures 13, 16, 
and 17 for the vowels J» fuJ* and f$7* which tee 
curve rises then declines, Indicating that tee vowel has 
less recognition factors at the low pitches than It does at
64
higher pitches* The numtaer of times /^./ Is heard for an­
other vowel Increases at the pitches of e* and f S  while 
Its recognition, however, is hotter at e», a 1, and o".
Although £/\J was not transcribed by a sufficient 
number of observers to he Identified, it was heard as the 
distortion of other vowels, especially at g" (Tables V,
IX). £ was recognised only at a*, although it was heard 
frequently for other vowels at high pitches* £3/ was not 
recognized, partly, or mainly, because Singer #1 had the 
General American dialect, and the sound was difficult for 
her* It is Interesting to note that £$£ was rarely heard 
for any other vowel* (The observers were familiar with the 
sound*)
Further results of the subjective judgments shown in 
Table V indicate that within the first pitch group, o 1 to 
g*, the vowels are recognized with the exceptions of £aJ» 
£/\£, and £3J  (which have been mentioned previously), and 
the further exception of £oJ* which was heard as £<ZJ*
In the second pitch group, a* to e ”, recognition 
tended to become less correct, with each vowel often being 
heard as the next closest vowel on the conventional vowel 
triangle* For instance, £\ J is heard most often as /x/$ 
/£ /  as fej (or £x£)i £xj «« £ £/j £<3/ i* hoard as £a J 
or £olJ  (actually heard as £aj only at a ') J £oJ is heard 
most often as £j £, / o / m  £^7% and £ “J *■ £J£-
In the third group, f" to c1" , the front vowels tend
65
to bo heard as /j&J or fB J, while the back vowels tend to 
be hoard as /<Lj or /"A J+ For instance» £  i J is hoard most 
often as £xj\ /"tJ  as £te.Ji f  ej as /*/; /"cj as /*/}
7  as /Sa/j / a y  as /fe/j / > y  as /-*/} / « y  as /~*/i 
/ b y  as /ayj / o y  as /ay? / b y  as /a/j and / U /  as /"« y .
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS
1* The pitch at which moat of the vowels lose their 
recognition qualities Is b 1 * The notes In Figure
33* Part X indicate the pitches at which the vowels were 
recognized (when 66)6 of the judgments were In agreement 
with the vowels that were supposed to be sustained: Figures 
6*18). Fart II Is the tabulation of all sounds which had 
phonetic agreement of 66fc of the observers, regardless of 
whether there was agreesmnt with what was supposed to be 
sustained*
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Figure 33* The Pitches at Which Bach Vowel Was Heard
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Neither of tlilese figures bears out Miller1* character Is tic 
notes (Figure 2).
2* Front vowels tend to be distorted t© £&_/ at 
the pitches from fM to cwt, whereas back vowels tend to 
be distorted to the vowel £ol/•
3* Front vowels are not distorted to sound like back 
vcerels even at the highest pitches, whereas back vowels 
are heard as £&£ and £ej In a few cases*
r
t. the vowels £a J  and £3J are not Identified at 
any pitch*
3* High pitches force the peaks of energy concen­
tration toward the harmonics of the fundamental frequency*
6* The effect of high pitches on vowels Is to re­
duce the number of partlals within a given frequency range*
7* The first strong partial moves to higher fre­
quencies progressively with the rise In the pitch of the 
vowel*
8* Plotting the frequency of peak 1 against the 
frequency of peak 2, as Joos, Potter, and Peterson have 
done for spoken vowels, does not seem to result In a valid 
method of identifying the vowels In this study*
9* The Sonagraph method of analyzing sustained
vowels at high pitches la not aa valuable when the patterns 
or frequency versus time are used as when the patterns of 
frequency versus Intensity are used* The latter give data 
Which are the more readily interpreted*
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